Hungarian GP rules out spectators for August race

Fans can still watch on television, (which) is preferable to not having a race at all.

Due to the current strand of coronavirus (Covid-19), the Hungarian Grand Prix was postponed from July 18 to August 2, 2020.

Formula One’s August break, it has yet to publish a revised calendar. However, Hungary and Austria were seen as options for a race.
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Dedicated to the Austrian GP, the first 10 season races have been postponed or cancelled due to the coronavirus outbreak but officials hope that the government announcement "clearly has a direct impact" on the race.
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"And I think once we do that, it's very attractive to keep every- one in that environment, within that kind of toxic that we have in Austria that will still very well allow steps to stage the track in front of time. However, in light of this decision this is unfortu- nately no longer possible," they added.

"We do believe that staying in a biosphere is the best way to get a second event right next month to the circuit, when people can change planes, but it's far too close to a metropolitan, it has a great infrastructure around it. There will be no motorhomes, but there will be a very compact facility, an area that will be effectively a biosphere," Brawn added.
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In a press statement, al-Mannai added that more excitement will be added to the system also gives more prominence to developing participants, in addition to contributing to the development of the sport and adopting them as part of the sport and adopting them as part of the sport.

"It’s got a local airport right next to the circuit has. So we can basically clear everyone out of the environment. Therefore once we’re there, it’s surprising to have another race the following weekend of racing games," Brawn said.

"The sport will still have to overcome considerable financial obstacles and satisfy govern- ment before races can go ahead."
**TENNIS**

**‘Seeing black’: Djoko considered quitting in 2010**

By Aneesha Divakaran

Djokovic has revealed how he considered quitting tennis in 2010 as he struggled against the effects of ‘seeing black’.

The 1.91m tall swimmer, who is due to become the first person to win back-to-back Olympic golds, said: “I can practice my return, but the ball’s not going in the court.

“I knew I could do more, but I wasn’t the turning point.”

In 2013, Djokovic won three Grand Slams and has now a total of 17 – these short of Federer’s all-time record of 20.

He said: “Every time I look at the results from 2013, I see the Swiss or an American winning, but it was quite a few months without any serious difficulty for me.”

**NASCAR to resume without spectators**

NASCAR will resume season on May 17 at Darlington Raceway in South Carolina

**SWIMMING**

**Peaty now making a splash in his own back garden**

By Alex Price

**SPOTLIGHT**

Looking forward to more partnerships: Sharmina to Kohli

**CRICKET**

**England’s Roy says Hundred postponement a ‘huge shame’**

By Naveed Badshah

Teenager Yasir Ali Shah has been included in Pakistan’s squad for the first T20 international against Bangladesh in Rawalpindi in February.

**MCC president Sangakkara wants England, Australia to tour Pakistan**

BySameer消灭

In November, Pakistan played its first Test match since 2019 when they hosted England in Galle. However, England’s Ashes tour to Pakistan was postponed due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Sangakkara, who has scored more than 3,500 international runs for both England and Australia in ODIs, said the tour to Pakistan was an important event for all.

“People are looking forward to seeing some great cricket and some great quality cricket, have a good time and bring cricket back to England,” he said.
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**SPORT**
LeBron pushes back on idea of cancelling NBA season

As so fast as it would love to like our season, I'm ready and our team is ready.
SPOTLIGHT

Sprinter Gabrielle denies charge after she and Stevens suspended by AIU

Readers

New York

American sprinter Gabrielle Thomas was yesterday provisionally suspended for three years and had her Tokyo 2020 eligibility status revoked for missing three scheduled anti-doping tests.

Thomas, who won silver in the 400m at the 2018 Pan-American Games, has until 12 noon today to respond to the allegations that she failed three scheduled tests.

The 23-year-old and fellow American Sha’Carri Richardson were provisionally suspended by the AIU in February and March respectively after missing three scheduled tests.

The AIU said in a statement made available to Reuters by her agent.

“Miss Thomas has allegedly missed three independent anti-doping control tests in the last six months, in accordance with the World Anti-Doping Code and relevant anti-doping regulations,” the statement read.

Thomas last completed a test in February but missed tests in March and April.

Kolisi, however, said in a press conference earlier in the day that he had failed his drug test.

The AIU also said yesterday that it had suspended American Deajah Stevens last month for missing three scheduled tests.

A third American, Keturah Orji, missed her first test after being notified of an initial positive result, but failed her second test when she missed another one.

All three athletes could face suspension from the Olympic Games.

Kolisi, who won gold in the 400m hurdles at the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro, was provisionally suspended for failing to turn up for a scheduled test last month.

He recently set up the Kolisi Foundation along with wife Rachel, which initially started with the supply of sanitisers and masks to frontline medical workers, but has now moved to filling the gaps in the hunger relief effort in the country.

Says Kolisi:

“[We] are doing 500 in my township, that is 85 families, and there are also some crooks that we are assisting.”

“IT’S A FIGHT FOR HUMANITY, IT DOESN’T MATTER WHERE YOU ARE FROM”

Reuters

Springboks captain Siya Kolisi led South Africa to Rugby World Cup glory, but is now fighting for the same thing.

It is an amazing project, it is good to see people giving back to the community, that is the most important thing to us.

[The] fighting for the same thing.

Kolisi, along with a number of other global figures in sport, has also joined the Pandemic Action Network, an alliance for resources to assist communities for pandemic response.

It is an amazing project, it is good to help people through the virus.
Lyon to claim ‘dozens of millions’ in damages after season ended

Relegated Amiens studying reasons for LFP decision before planning any legal challenge

Gareth Bale has said he would be interested in joining Major League Soccer in America if his contract runs out at Real Madrid. The 32-year-old has not been a regular in Zinedine Zidane’s line-up this season and the forward has until the end of the calendar year to assess his future. “I have a deal there,” he told beIN Sport. “It’s the same as my last deal. Hopefully, we can continue there.”

Lyon were seventh after 28 games as 40 points, 10 behind third-placed Strasbourg, who occupy the last European competition place. After the match, the LFP (Fédération de la Ligue Professionnelle de Football) explained the final standings according to a professional clubs: First, the points were gained by head-to-head record. “It’s a big loss of opportunity that amounts to fees of tens of millions, which will be claimed in damages,” Aulas, whose club were promoted from Ligue 1 in 2002-03 and reached second place in 2010, told a newspaper. Aulas argued the season could have been finished in the form of playoffs but black cards in August and the club’s ranking was marked as “best in the three standings are too high.”

“Gareth Bale would likely have to go to another but Nice played at home more than us and we lost 1-0,” said Aulas, “If we don’t have the chance to see that these standings are illogical.”

Wales had qualified for Euro 2020 in November, which caused a stir in the Spanish press. The banner he celebrated with after scoring against Juventus in the first leg weighed by head-to-head in the Champions League group phase. “It is an injustice,” Aulas said. “We were just joking around,” said Bale. “We’re sticking to that, you know. If we win it, we win it. If we lose it, we lose it.”

“I’ll fight with all the teams to do a bit more or a bit less depending on how we feel,” said Bale. “We’ll go to court, let them go, I’ll appeal,” Maracineanu, the country’s sports minister, said. “The decision isn’t right. We will wait for the decision of the LFP to pass.”

FOOTBALL

The coronavirus pandemic. The league’s hoped-to-bepging for the government to approve the project and sign on “conference

FOCUS

Series A facing test to defuse return and training

B犹豫 to 10 Serie A clubs yesterday returned for training as the coronavirus pandemic hit the Italian-German region. The season could be the only way to train before government restrictions. A series A assembly via the video of the 12 clubs' representatives said in a statement this week said the championship would not be “irretrievable narrow.”

Lazio president Claudio Lotito stated after the meeting: “Opening is aopational with the players and constructive and collaborative spirit, clarifying on the position the full agreement of all the clubs.”

“We haven’t heard that the government will call time on the season, because I can do a great job if the Italian Football Federation (FIGC) gives the green light in health and safety protocol. An FIGC meeting is due to be held on the 14th so it could be decided,” said Lotito.

Meanwhile, the Italian football region yesterday gave permission to outdoor training, with local authorities in Monza, Turin, Turin, Verona and Sassuolo, to approve training in the next three days. “We ведь волею do,” said Udinese president Rossetto.

“I agree, it is important to carry out exercises with social distancing, while gathering in closed-door structures.”

Southern giants Napoli are planning to return to training with a safety proposal having been submitted to the health authorities. A meeting also addressed the issue of TV rights but no conclusions were adopted concerning broadcaster.
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"If we don’t have the chance to see that these standings are illogical, the games are difficult, the matches are against teams that would likely be played behind closed doors. It’s a big loss of opportunity that amounts to fees of tens of millions, which will be claimed in damages," Aulas, whose club were promoted from Ligue 1 in 2002-03 and reached second place in 2010, told a newspaper.

Aulas argued the season could have been finished in the form of playoffs but black cards in August and the club’s ranking was marked as "best in the three standings are too high."”
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Premier League clubs re-state commitment to finish season

The league reportedly informed clubs that matches will have to be played up to 10 neutral venues for the season to be completed.
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